The influence of temporal stimulus changes on speech-evoked potentials revealed by approximations of tone-evoked waveforms.
The aim of the study was to determine whether cortical auditory potentials evoked by monosyllabic words beginning with a single consonant can be attributed to a combination of two N1/P2 complexes, temporally separated by voice-onset time (VOT). Cortical auditory-evoked potentials were recorded in seven normal-hearing young adults in response to two types of stimuli (a) simple tone bursts and (b) five monosyllabic words with different VOTs. Cortical burst responses (mainly consisting of N1 and P2) formed the basic functions for the simulation of speech-evoked potentials. Actually, two basic functions were created with respect to different VOTs of the speech sounds. An optimization procedure was used to determine the relative contributions of the two N1/P2 complexes. Speech-evoked potentials differed clearly across the stimuli. In all subjects, close matches of the synthetic and the measured waveforms could be gained for all speech sounds. The relative magnitudes of the constituent complexes differed among stimuli. The auditory-evoked response to a monosyllabic speech sound with short VOT can be represented by two overlapping N1/P2 complexes-one to syllable onset and the second to vowel onset. The temporal separation between the two components is well predicted by VOT, but the relative amplitudes vary across syllables. Observed variability in the fitting accuracy across subjects is small.